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Forum Questions  
1. What do you believe is the single-most important issue facing the school system and what do you 

plan to do if you are elected? 
2. MCPS needs to prepare our students for college, careers and life.  All colleges give out final exams. 

Some might argue that MCPS’ policy of not giving final exams in high school is not serving our 
students well.  Do you support bringing back final exams? Why or why not? 

3. How can we integrate more Asian American history and culture content in our curriculum? How will 
you increase the cultural proficiency, particularly Asian American culture proficiency, among MCPS 
staff?  

4. As new schools are built, many traditional school boundaries will be, or are being redrawn. If you 
are presented with two competing boundary options, one shortens transportation time and increase 
walkability, the other offers a more balanced FARM and racial makeup in the student body, which 
one will you vote for? 

5. This year, MCPS middle school gifted and talented reform has used peer group criteria that kept 
many of the gifted students in home schools. Asian American students were disportationally 
impacted, as their admission into Center Magnets programs dramatically dropped 20 %.  How will 
you ensure that the home school enrichment program is on par as the magnet programs at Takoma 
Park and Eastern Middle schools, to meet those students' needs?  

6. PARCC testing has not shown great upward thread of MCPS student performance in the last few 
years. Yet It is reported that since the grading change two years ago, we now have twice as many A 
students, and much less C, D, and E students in MCPS.  Many suspect that an A is easier to get now 
than before.  What do you think are some negative effect of easy As to students?  What will you tell 
a student who is slacking off the 2nd half of the semester due to this grading system?  

 
Audience Questions 

1. What's the strategies on Special Education for MCPS and how we can improve the services for 
minority communities like ours?  

2. Recently there are some Bullying issues at school for Asian American students but with our 
culture most our students and families don't report or can't find useful resources to solve the 
issues. What would you do to help address these issues?  

  



Interview Questions 
1. Plan to support the mental health of students+teachers 
2. Opinions on funding for the magnet programs in MCPS 
3. Plan to increase safety in schools 
4. Thoughts on role of technology in schools 
5. Plans to shift start time of school days, thoughts on student’s workload (esp. in hs) 
6. How to make schools more environmentally friendly 

 
Candidates:  

At-Large School Board - Julie Reiley  
Intro:  Focus on healthy eating, helping students with learning differences or 
special needs, highly gifted students, English language learners, students of color, 
LGBTQ+ students, and students impacted by poverty. Supports public pre-K, 
increasing career and technical education (CTE), and training, recruiting, 
supporting teachers. Has experience with MCPS as a PTA Leader, public school 
graduate, and is the first person in her family to attend college.  
 

Answers to Forum  Questions : 
1.  Single most important issue is resources, and will make sure to work with Annapolis to fight for 

resources needed and be transparent with budget 
2. Believes final exams are important, but wants teachers to craft rigorous material on content in 

class, also have concern about standardized final exams 
3. Is a Mexican American / middle-eastern immigrant 
        Will get parent feedback and input from experts (e.g. feedback from Asian educators) 
4.    Knows importance of attending home school, feels like part of community 
        Wants to stop long bus rides 
5.     Will try best to make more choices for advanced classes 
6.     System should change, kids know they can slack off in second semester and that is not okay 
Answers to Audience Questions: 
2.   Kids with disabilities should get services ASAP, in early child years. 
Interview: 
1. What effects do you believe the GT programs have on not only the students, but the staff and 

school as well? 
They provide opportunities that just wouldn’t exist. Honestly, from personal experience, if I 

had not had access to gifted programs and enrichment programs when I was in high school, I would 
not have been able to college and then Yale Law School. It changed my life, so incredibly important 
for the students and for the teachers as well. 
2. What are your thoughts on affirmative action and application processes for magnet programs in 

MCPS? 
I think that we need to make sure that all students who are gifted and talented have the ability 

to participate in these programs and we need to make sure that when we assess, we assess students so 
that we have everybody who should be in these programs has access to them and we also need to 
make sure a differentiated approach to gifted and talented. There’s differences within the gifted 



spectrum, so while I support having more gifted programs at home schools, I do think there’s an 
important role for the magnets too because you might have students that are so highly gifted that 
they need a different curriculum, it’s a learning difference in a way. 
3. Are there any ways you help with early child care development when so many child care centers 

are expensive and many families struggle trying to afford them? 
Part of that is addressed through expansion of Pre-K, and we should. The child care issue, we 

can expand more of our programs, but we also need to work with the county. Because to be realistic 
with what MCPS can do with its budget, when we’re getting to ages 0-3, we really need to broaden 
the sources of childcare and broaden resources and work with the county council and the state. And I 
think it’s an important issue. And it concerns me a little that when we have a board member 
candidate stand up and say “I want to have childcare for ages 0-2”. As a board member, I can question 
whether that’s realistic at this point in time, because it’s more of a county council and state issue. 
There’s a role for the board, but we need to all work together to make that happen. It’s a huge thing, 
an important thing. The top education countries in the world have high quality child care from ages 
0-3, we need to adapt like that. 
4. Mental health of students and teachers is very important. This year teachers were required to 

give presentations and videos, but often the educators are reluctant to give up their class time, 
and the lectures are not taken seriously by the students. How do you plan to support the mental 
health of both students and teachers? 

That’s an important question. I’d like to see social workers with genuine mental health 
training in our schools. We need to make sure our teachers can recognize the signs of depression, 
anxiety, self harm. And we need to be able to provide support within the school and connect families 
to outside support as well. Students can be under so much stress and we need to be able to make sure 
that our teachers can recognize what’s going on. (Reporter: Kathleen Li) 
 
At-Large School Board  - Karla Silvestre  

Intro: Silvestre came to the United States when she was 8 years old as an 
illegal immigrant, got her citizenship, started going to school, and didn’t 
know any English. Years later, she graduated from University of 
Pennsylvania. “I’m an example of the potential all students have”, she 
said. She focuses on a 100% graduation rate, providing early care (ages 
0-5), expanding multi-language aid, college preparation, training, 
recruiting, supporting teachers, and Career and Technical Education. 

Taught English to ESOL kids, STEM (focusing on hands-on science), and truant boys. Spent time in 
Guatemala in bilingual education, returned to Philadelphia as the education manager at a day 
treatment center for truant and adjudicated boys. Vice President for Children and Youth programs 
at Congreso de Latinos Unidos in North Philadelphia, Director of Community Engagement for 
Montgomery College, Member of MCPS Latino Student Achievement Action Group since 2013, 
PTA leader, MCPS parent & Latina immigrant. 
Answer to Forum Questions  
1. Resources, and meeting the need of each student. Different plans are needed for different kinds 

of students, especially with 44% of students in MCPS with FARMS. 



2. Dislikes the grade policy change where students can get an A one quarter and a B another quarter 
and still end up with an overall A, says it is not pushing students to their full potential. 

3. Include literature from different backgrounds, work with the state board of education, and hire 
more Asian educators in the workforce. 

4. Schools need to consider diverse options over other criteria. However, since in this circumstance 
schools are already very diverse, she would focus on transportation times. 

5. Add more programs and more seats for children. 
Answer to Audience Questions: 
2.   Educate parents against stigma of special education, work with pediatricians to provide treatment 
4.    Great and diverse teachers are the backbone of education, would hire skilled and experienced 
teachers 
Interview: 

Ms. Silvestre is a mother of two children within MCPS, and is working for the student body, 
being energy conservative, improving communication and addressing the needs of students. When 
is comes to energy conservation and college applications, she proposes two very punctual and unique 
statements: 
1. Use solar panels more frequently, but it is more important to reuse. “We all learn how to practice 

the 3 R’s and it is very noticeable that recycle is practiced more frequently. Actually it wastes 
more energy as we need to turn it back into useable material. Instead, we should learn to reuse 
more instead of recycle. 

2. To help with college applications especially for the burden of the counselors, she suggests to 
maybe eliminate this as a requirement, it could solve many of the particular problems like the 
counselor burden, and stress of the students.  

 She wants to experiment around with bell times, saying it could actually be a good idea to 
have an afternoon school. Ms. Silvestre addressed students issues to having their voice heard, 
suggesting more student inputs, forums, and actively speaking with other teachers and students. To 
reduce the trouble many students faced with bell times, she suggests to reduce teen’s technology use 
at night, or utilize more online learning.  

Communication is strongly supported by Ms. Silvestre. She encourages more 
communication of students and parents, about health, school, and strike balance in the school 
workload and the environment. “We need to encourage to challenge student’s skills in AP or Honors 
courses,” she remarked when responding to the problems with rigor in the school curriculum. 
“Parents should also get involved with their child about college readiness.”  

Overall, Ms. Silvestre is a very practical, logical, and creative with ideas when it comes to 
tackling the tasks of the Board of Education in MCPS. A caring person for the community, the 
student voice, needs, and resources of Montgomery County. (Reporter: Robert Sun) 
District 1 School Board - Judy Docca  

Intro: 3rd term on the Board of Education, member of the Board's 
Policy Management Committee and Committee on Special 
Populations, 38 years as a teacher and administrator with 
Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS), National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), Part of 
Multicultural Community Partnership, Montgomery County 



Alliance of Black School Educators, member of the Hispanic Educators Association and the League 
of Educators for Asian American Progress. Co-chair of the Maryland Association of Boards of 
Education's (MABE) Black and Hispanic Caucus and a member of MABE's Conference Planning 
Committee. 
 
Questions: 
 

1. Realizes that a major topic is redistricting, and would like to run the numbers + negotiate as 
much as possible to reduce this legislation. Judy is also advocating more budget 
appropriations from Annapolis 

2. Final exams should come back, as they reinforce student learning like no other real exam type 
can 

a. Can still do them, with two day 1 hour exams, will not disrupt schedule 
b. We must look at whole grading system, needs to be studied more 
c. Important results, and kids must keep the knowledge they get in the semester 
d. Limited by the State regulation, must align with curriculum requirements. 

3. With the teaching experience she has, she has promoted 
a. Diversity of division, already a program in place to teach cultural diversity 
b. Education organizations which have given scholarships to ethnic students including 

Asians recommending them to become teachers 
i. Believed the best and most direct way to promote cultural diversity + teaching 

in curriculum 
4. Since this is based on current legislation, it’s hard to maneuver around, but the transportation 

times and student/family feedback are enough to tell her that this is law that should be 
modified, reduced, and completely reworked 

5.  Class options are the most effective way for both student opportunity and difficulty 
advancement in schools. More programs should be in place to support this. 

6. Easy A’s are very detrimental to students outside of high school; the grading policy at MCPS 
is very set in stone, but doing one step at a time, the most changeable aspect currently is the 
topic on final exams 

 
1. Ongoing problem in the school system, 

a. Have been doing close work directly with principals on student behavior 
b. Diversity issue, establish diversity departments 
c. Notes that african americans, latinos, and asians are judged very harshly for things the 

they do the same as other students 
d. Confident about the process to restore justice to these students 

 
Closing Statement:  

1. Mentions other projects she is a part of, including partnerships with UMD, MOCO, USG to 
provide opportunities for our students to help them advance 

a. Career Technology, start at Edison HS and the continue in programs in MOCO 



b. Students also already involved in medical programs, students go to MOCO and USG, 
outcome of 700 more nurses every year 

c. 12 high schools involved George Thomas Learning Academy; Judy was one of its first 
female board members, working with elementary students, 3000 students 

 
 
Interview: 

1. Recent partnership plans for student class enrichment? 
a. Collaborating with UMD college park and MOCO 
b. Working on several CEE + tech classes for schools in progress, students may be able to 

take a better variety of technology classes to fulfill tech credit 
2. Plan/opinion on shifting the school day? 

a. Wants to address the factors causing student sleep schedules, specifically classloads 
and class opportunities 

b. Mentions that some high school students in some schools barely get 30 hours of sleep 
on the weekdays, while in other schools students sometimes lives stress-free all 4 
years 

c. Wants to focus on the more obtainable and effective goal of providing class 
opportunities to more schools, diversifying + intensifying class offerings 

3. Thoughts on schoolwork + mental health, especially considering MCPS student news in the 
past year? “Mental Wellness” days? 

a. Mostly answered the question similarly to the last one 
b. Also referred to answer given when student safety + bullying was asked 

4. Ratio of counselors to students (counselors have to write 100s of essays every year). Plans to 
change the counselor lifestyle of writing recommendations? 

a. Since colleges all do require a counselor recommendation, more focus should be on 
hiring counselors and establishing student connections with them 

b. Wants more transparency + counselor involvement with students in each grade 
c. Encourage students to talk to their counselors for any reason, like any other teacher of 

family member 
5. Definition of success for a student? How can students achieve that? 

a. Goal of teachers, board members like her, and other people in education force should 
be to provide students will all supports necessary to give students the opportunities 
they want and deserve 

b. Once a student is satisfied, accomplished, educated, and on a path they themselves 
appreciate, then the job of the student and the educator is done 

 
(Reporter: Lucas Lin) 
 
District 1 School Board - Maria Blaeuer (rhymes with lawyer)  

Intro: Focus on giving equal opportunities and quality education to all 
students regardless of their obstacles or difficulties,communicating 
with people in MCPS about Board decision-making, decreasing the 



acceptable lead level for water in schools to prevent childhood lead exposure. 3 children in MCPS, 
graduated from Howard University School of Law. Worked as education attorney for 11 years, 
emphasis on special education, disability and disciplinary matters. Provided training to parents on 
special education law and how to effectively advocate for their children. 
Interview Notes: 

1. Mental health is an extremely important issue. Ways to improve mental health of students: 
a. Adequately staff and support classrooms- not enough school psychologists and social 

workers 
b. Change the culture of mental health and physical health in schools because they go 

hand in hand- give students access to in-school mental health care, expanding 
community medical centers, programs teaching students how to balance schoolwork 
and mental health 

2. Technology programs need to be expanded and publicized. Equity and access also needs to be 
balanced, doesn’t think that technology should be limited, but wants to make sure the access 
is equitable; it’s unfair to build in advantages for some students and not others, thinks that we 
should be mindful that technology is not going to solve everything, and quality teaching is 
still needed. 

3. Looks onto neighboring jurisdictions to see how to increase the number of counselors. 
4. There is a distinction between counselors and social workers. Counselors are a service of 

informal support; they can do a lot to help students manage stress, but social workers have 
clinical expertise. 

5. Most important things to improve on: 
a. Equity and inequality- schools right now are not treated equally, and it is not fair. A 

reason for that is because there is not enough money to go around; places that make 
noise get the money. She believes that resources should be wisely distributed. 

b. A cultural shift in how the Board of Education thinks about parents and the 
community. Instead of thinking about them in a “check in the box” kind of way, they 
should be engaged in the process. Teachers know what is going on in the classrooms, 
and they are ignored too often. 

i. The first step is listening, and providing ways for parents, students, and 
teachers to provide the information. (Reporter: Cynthia Shuang) 

  
District 3 School Board - Patricia O’’Neill  

Intro: Focus on College and career readiness; healthy, safe schools with 
the resources needed to provide a good education; Investing in staff; 
Communication with families; and decreasing the acceptable lead level 
for water in schools to prevent childhood lead exposure. Graduate of 
Walter Johnson HS, has 2 daughters which are graduates of MCPS. 
Elected to represent District 3 in 1998, then re-elected in 2002, 2006, 
2010, and 2014. Chair of Board’s Policy Management Committee, 
participated in Harvard Public Education Leadership Project. Been on 
many advisory committees (i.e., Maryland Blue Ribbon Panel on Teen 
Pregnancy and the Maryland Comparable HSA Task Force). 



Answer to Forum questions 
1. Aging and overcrowded schools are the largest issue. Programs should be high quality and 

widespread so more students have a better education; make more seats for kids and more 
programs. Traffic is also a huge issue. 

2. Supports final exams, says they are worthy of discussion 
3. Have a more culturally diverse curriculum with more diverse teachers. 
4. Difficult question that needs more details to make a decision, but diversity is more focused on 

usually. 
5.  TPMS, EMS only have 100 kids accepted per year. Have accelerated pathways for advanced 
students. 
Ending:   Has visited every school in MCPS; the world is changing, and we need to too. 
Interview: 
On the topic of mental health, she needs to get feedback on how mental health day has gone to see 
what was effective and make changes based on that. Believes the mental health resources at schools 
needs to be expanded with more counselors and psychologists. States that funding was maintained 
for programs in the 2009 recession, and that she is planning to expand more programs. To increase 
safety in schools, O’Neill says it is important that infrastructure is expanded upon and that kids have 
an adult to talk to. Points to an incident in Clarksburg HS where a student had a gun, another student 
told a teacher who informed security, the situation was taken care of, and no one was hurt. 
On technology in schools, O’Neill supports it- “We need to prepare kids for their future, not our 
past.” Says the world is technology-driven. Also supported changing bell times by 20 minutes in high 
schools, said high schools started too early and elementary schools started too late. However, the 
suggestion was too expensive to follow through with and was rejected. States that new schools are 
being built to gold LEED standards.  (Reporter: Lillian Zhou) 
 
District 3 School Board - Lynn Amano  

Intro: Focus on effectively using the budget; creative use of existing schools 
and buildings to fix overcrowding; economically segregated schools; focusing 
on social+emotional needs of students; and achievement Gap. Co-President 
of women’s organization to increase funding for social needs (food stamps, 
families in poverty), President of Neighbor’s Association (education issues, 
boundary issues, construction design committees), Delegate to PTA, PTA 
President, and involved in school system for 17 years. 
Lynn Amano is a candidate for the MCPS District 3 School Board. Amano has 

been involved in the MCPS school system as PTA President for 17 years, and she is also the 
President of Neighbor’s Association, which regards education issues, boundary conflict, and 
construction design committees. Additionally, Amano is the co-president of Women’s Organization 
to increase funding for social needs, encompassing food stamps and families in poverty. 

Amano believes the most important issue facing the school system is the current lack of 
resource, ranging from the overcrowding of schools to the ability to provide a challenging 
education for all students. Amano hopes to work with the elected officials to create more 
resources and advocate for MCPS ‘s fair share of fiscal resources at the state level. 



Additionally, Amano strives to work for more Asian cultural representation in the 
curriculum, so Asian students will be able to see themselves reflected inside of their lessons. 
Amano hopes to diversify the school staff’s ethnicities, hiring from a diverse range of teachers to 
promote different cultured students to communicate with someone they feel they can relate to. 
Amano additionally recommends loosening the COSA (Change of School Assignment) process to 
benefit culturally isolated students. 

In response to the BOE’s recent attempts of redistricting, Amano states that there must be a 
degree between encouraging diversity and the efficiency of bus rides. Generally speaking, Amano 
hopes to provide a balance between both aspects that simultaneously satisfy the students’ needs. 

Regarding the issue of the Magnet programs’ lack of quantity, Amano believes that more 
Magnet programs should be established due to the large number of qualified students, as the 
programs are supposed to meet the accelerated pathways of advanced-thinking students. Amano 
supports the idea of a “whole school Magnet,” to not segregate the student population through “a 
school within a school.”  

Amano prioritizes the support of mental health, applicable to both students and teachers 
alike. She proposed to integrate a greater number of counselors into schools to make counselors 
more accessible to students. Amano believes that teachers should be trained up to par on trauma 
informed care, thereby teachers will be able to recognize signs of trauma and mental illness in 
children. 

In concern to the quality of homeschool enrichment programs, Amano states that home 
school enrichment programs are based on the challenge and choice of the student body. Amano 
believes that the role of challenges can be provided through advanced courses, while the role of 
choice can be fulfilled through course provisions in areas of overlapping interest. 

Amano supports the integration of final exams into the MCPS curriculum due to the 
organization strengthening in educational accumulation. Amano also believes that final exams will 
benefit parents in learning their child’s overall academic performance, while proficiently prepping 
a student for college. 

Furthermore, Amano firmly believes in school diversity, as she believes that diversity 
strengthens cultural understanding and connections. This way, Amano states that students are 
brought up to be culturally respectful and less tolerant of racially prejudiced remarks. 

Overall, Amano’s main campaign highlights on increasing the quantity of challenging 
courses, intuitively accessing MCPS resources, and promoting diversity throughout the county. 
(Reporter: Rachel Wang) 
 
District 5 School Board (Unopposed) - Brenda Wolff  

Intro: Focus on diversifying teachers; gun safety; achievement gap; mindful 
spending, data-based budget and funding; and pre-K. Also better 
maintenance, modernizing old+overcrowded buildings. In US Department 
of Education, Director of the National Institute on Educational Governance, 
Finance, Policymaking and Management; Acting Director of the National 
Institute on Education of At-Risk Students; Senior Program manager for the 
National Assessment of Educational Progress, managed a $129 million 
budget.  



Interview Notes: 
- Mental Health- teachers need to be trauma informed (also need to be able to adjust 

teaching style) 
- “Whole school magnet programs”, adding funding, opportunities around the county 

(similar opportunity) 
- Too much testing, add final exam 
- Train students and teachers to identify crises situations to increase school safety 

(Reporter: Emily Zhang) 
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